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Following the philosophy of offering quality products, and investing in efficiency and technology, the brand presents a product mix that adapts to the 
real everyday needs of any user. From Slim models with reduced dimensions, to the incorporation of two resistances for the most impatient ones.

A new range of modernized electric 
water heaters

Versatility in 
installation

Water heaters 
that comply with 
the regulations 
and that comply 
with you

With the double tank, 
twice as efficient

Most Cata water heaters offer the possibility of adaptation.

That is, according to the user’s requirements, they can be installed both 
horizontally and vertically and will continue to be equally effective.

The engineering and quality team works every day to improve proces-
ses and achieve better energy efficiencies in manufacturing.

All Cata water heaters comply with current regulations, and also com-
ply with market expectations, offering heaters with up to energy effi-
ciency B.

The water heaters of the Slim range, incorporate two tanks inside, 
which allows to have hot water much faster. 

In addition, it is more efficient, because it allows to regulate its use 
intelligently, depending on consumption.

Horizontal installation Vertical installation
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In the Slim models you get more power in the heating, thanks to the in-
corporation of two resistances that can work independently or jointly, 
according to the needs of each moment. 

When the heater detects an important consumption of hot water it 
immediately activates the maximum power by heating with both re-
sistances. 

When there is low consumption, the heater activates one of the two 
resistances cyclically. This results in a longer life of our device.

The cold water inlet diffuser of the Cata water heaters is designed to 
achieve a smooth mixture that does not affect the temperature inside 
the heaters. 

Its operation is simple and practical, because thanks to its diffuser, 
distributes the water laterally, making a softer mixture and thus avoi-
ding the decrease of the temperature inside the boiler and therefore 
unnecessary extra consumption.

The entire range incorporates an outer coating of cold rolled carbon steel, which carries a special paint, avoiding oxidation and providing it with an 
IPX4 protection index. 

The heaters are protected against possible splashing of water in its entirety, whether water in vertical or horizontal direction. In addition, to avoid heat 
losses, it carries quality insulation inside. 

The Cata water heaters last longer because they incorporate a vitreous titanium enamel steel vat at 850 ºC of uniform thickness and perfect adhesion.

Slow Flow

Quality components inside and out

With the Slim ran-
ge of Cata we are 
twice as fast

A range designed for 
every need
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30 l.

50 l.

80 l.

100 l.

CTR-30-M

CTRS-50-REV SLIM
CTRH-50-REV

CTR-50-M

CTRS-80-REV SLIM
CTRH-80-REV

CTR-80-M

CTR-100-M

Scheme of 
capabilities

We bet on 
the armoured 
submerged 
resistances 
Resist-blue

The submerged resistances of Cata are armoured with a product that 
provides a longer useful life and adds greater protection to the corro-
sion produced by the water that is in contact with the resistance. 

The so-called Resist-blue is the coating that prevents the formation 
of lime on the resistance itself and allows the surface to be cleaned in 
order to transmit directly and evenly heat to the water throughout the 
life of the heater. 

Resist-blue submerged armoured resistors of the new Cata heaters 
are more effective, compared to resist sheathed, since the transmis-
sion of heat is direct and fast. 

If it is necessary to change the resistance, the revision of the heaters 
is simpler, since it is possible to access the interior of the heater once 
emptied.

Once the resistance has been changed, the device is again like new, 
since the lime produced during the years of use has solidified on the 
replaced resistance and not on the resistance coating, as it happens 
in heaters with sheathed resistances. 

In areas with very hard water it is advisable to use heaters with sub-
merged resistances, such as Cata Resist-blue.Cata Smart 

Control, the 
intelligent way to 
operate

Antifreeze protection

Utility, versatility and techno-
logical innovation are the va-

lues fostered by Cata

The heaters with electronic control of Cata allow programming the 
operation depending on the needs of each user.

The device offers the possibility to select between three options. If 
1200W is enough, option 1 (mono) is adequate. If it is needed to work 
at maximum power, 2000W, the second option (duo), can be activated 
manually. And to be even more efficient, you can choose the third op-
tion that allows you to automatically adjust the power needed at any 
time, allowing you to save in an intelligent way (automatic).

The antifreeze protection function protects the heaters from low temperatures, thus preventing ice from forming inside. The device incorporates an 
ambient temperature sensor, which detects if it is below 6 degrees; in that case, the resistances will be put into operation automatically, until reaching 
10 degrees, thus avoiding possible breakages by freezing the water inside the heaters.
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Max. 300mm

Min. 250mm

The Slim models of this 
range are designed so that 

they can be integrated 
in the high cabinets of 
any kitchen or in other 

small places in the house, 
since their depth is the 

smallest of the market with 
250mm. 

 
In short, they are electric 

heaters that have a 
reduced diameter, without 
losing any of the benefits 
presented by the rest of 

the range.

The new controls offer an innovative aesthetic, with more elegant and sophisticated lines and colours. For those who prefer simplicity, mechanical 
control is presented, while for those seeking precision in programming, there is the new digital control. In addition, all have the control thermostat on 
the front of the series, which allows adjusting the temperature in a much simpler and practical way.

A perfect fit to not spend more energy than necessary..

An aesthetic and a 
performance at height 
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Safety and comfort, especially

The safety valve allows working at a maximum pressure of 7.5 bar. The overpressure valve that is supplied as standard in Cata heaters offers total 
safety and manages to maintain hydraulic safety avoiding possible pressure increases inside the boiler and minimizing its emptying inadvertently. In 
addition, if necessary, allows emptying the heaters, with greater comfort and speed. 

1 Electrolytic bushing (included)

2 Safety valves (included)

3 Drain tap

4 Cold water inlet keys

5 Pressure reducers: it is necessary to place it 
when the pressure is higher than 7.5 kg/cm2

6 Drain pipes

Anchoring universal  
models

The system of hanging of the Cata heaters is universal, which allows making the change in a simple way, without the need for new holes in the wall. 
This revolutionary system makes the replacement by the new Cata heaters fast and much more effective. Both the CTR and the CTRH range have this 
universal hanging system which makes wall installation much easier.

ECO position

After years of research in new manufacturing processes and efficiency tests, Cata manages to be more Eco. The new heaters offer activating the 
energy saving position, from the control of energy regulation. 

In this position, the perfect point between comfort and energy saving is achieved, which allows us to extend the life of the heaters.

WA
LL
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The best solution for large demands

The installation in series or in parallel of the Cata heaters is the ideal solution when big demands of hot water are needed. This system is safer and 
more efficient than industrial sanitary hot water systems. Save, because in case of failure of any of the devices in the system, the rest continues to work 
properly, and efficient, because it allows a better adaptation to the requested water demand. The electrical consumption is also reduced by using the 
resistances in a staggered manner according to the needs at each moment. It is ideal for gyms, hotels or sports centres, where the influx and needs 
can vary constantly.

Serial 
installation

Parallel 
installation
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CTRS-50-REV SLIM
Cod. 03111001 EAN 8422248081467

CTRS-80-REV SLIM
Cod. 03112001 EAN 8422248081474

CTRS-80-REV SLIMCTRS-50-REV SLIM

355355

470470

183183

470470287,6287,6

653653

884884 860860

250250

380380
140140

415415

356356

265265

570570337,6337,6

630630

912,3912,3 900900

470470
165165

300300

ELECTRICWATER HEATERS

Double tank 

and revers
ible

Double tank 

and revers
ible

 ◉ Square slim exterior shape electric water heater. 80 litres

 ◉ Reversible horizontal and vertical installation

 ◉ Double tank

 ◉ Sumerged  heating elements

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Digital display control

 ◉ Electronically adjustable temperature with display (accuracy to 1ºC)

 ◉ Power mode (mono/duo/automatic)

 ◉ Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Anti-freezing protection

 ◉ Breakdown indicator

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 900 x 570 x 300 mm

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Max. power: 2.000 W

 ◉ Min. power: 1.200 W

 ◉ Square slim exterior shape electric water heater. 50 litres

 ◉ Reversible horizontal and vertical installation

 ◉ Double tank

 ◉ Sumerged  heating elements

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Digital display control

 ◉ Electronically adjustable temperature with display (accuracy to 1ºC)

 ◉ Power mode (mono/duo/automatic)

 ◉  Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Anti-freezing protection

 ◉ Breakdown indicator

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 860 x 470 x 250 mm.

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Max. power: 2.000 W

 ◉ Min. power: 1.200 W
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CTRH-50-REV
Cod. 03111004 EAN 8422248081573

CTRH-80-REV
Cod. 03112004 EAN 8422248081580  

CTRH-50-REV CTRH-80-REV

196196

385385395,5395,5

534534

711711 702,5702,5

296296
203,5203,5

196196

385385395,5395,5

852852

10291029 1020,51020,5

296296
203,5203,5

ELECTRICWATER HEATERS

ReversibleReversible

 ◉ Round exterior shape electric water heater. 80 litres

 ◉ Reversible horizontal and vertical installation

 ◉ Sumerged  heating element

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Mechanic display control

 ◉ ECO intelligent mode

 ◉ Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 1030 x 385 x 385  mm

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Total power: 1.500 W

 ◉ Round exterior shape electric water heater. 50 litres

 ◉ Reversible horizontal and vertical installation

 ◉ Sumerged  heating element

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Mechanic display control

 ◉ ECO intelligent mode

 ◉ Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 711 x 385 x 385  mm

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Total power: 1.500 W
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CTR-50-M

CTR-30-M
Cod. 03110001 EAN 8422248081528

CTR-50-M
Cod. 03111003 EAN 8422248081535

CTR-30-M

196196

340340351351

429429

599599 593593

100100
77,577,5

196196

385385396396

567,5567,5

748,5748,5 746,5746,5

100100
88,588,5

ELECTRICWATER HEATERS

 ◉ Round exterior shape electric water heater. 50 litres

 ◉ Vertical installation

 ◉ Sumerged  heating element

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Mechanic display control

 ◉ ECO intelligent mode

 ◉ Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 770 x 385 x 385 mm

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Total power: 1.500 W

 ◉ Round exterior shape electric water heater. 30 litres

 ◉ Vertical installation

 ◉ Sumerged  heating element

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Mechanic display control

 ◉ ECO intelligent mode

 ◉ Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 605 x 340 x 340 mm

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Total power: 1.500 W
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CTR-80-M
Cod. 03112003 EAN 8422248081542

CTR-100-M
Cod. 03113001 EAN 8422248081559  

CTR-80-M CTR-100-M

196196

450450461461

608,5608,5

802,5802,5 795795

100100
121121

196196

450450461461

773,5773,5

967,5967,5 960960

100100
121121

ELECTRICWATER HEATERS

 ◉ Round exterior shape electric water heater. 100 litres

 ◉ Vertical installation

 ◉ Sumerged  heating element

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Mechanic display control

 ◉ ECO intelligent mode

 ◉ Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 970 x 450 x 450 mm

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Total power: 1.500 W

 ◉ Round exterior shape electric water heater. 80 litres

 ◉ Vertical installation

 ◉ Sumerged  heating element

 ◉ Steel tank with vitrified titanium enamelling at 850º C

 ◉ Mechanic display control

 ◉ ECO intelligent mode

 ◉ Magnesium anode

 ◉ Superinsulation with CFC- and HCFC-free expanded polyurethane

 ◉ Insulating sleeves

 ◉ Safety valve with draining appliance

 ◉ Polyester paint exterior coating

 ◉ Dimensions (height x width x depth): 805 x 450 x 450 mm

 ◉ 220/240 V - 50/60 Hz

 ◉ Total power: 1.500 W
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Notes



CATA ELECTRODOMÉSTICOS S.L.
Tlf: +34 938 594 100.- Fax +34 938 594 101.

www.cnagroup.es - cna@cnagroup.es 
Headquarter: c/ Anabel Segura, 11, Edif. A, 3a pl. 28108. Alcobendas (Madrid. España)

Factory: c/ del Ter, 2, Apdo. 9. 08570. Torelló (Barcelona. España) 


